
In 1959, the year before graduat-
ing from high school, I took up
bowhunting. I didn’t have much

in the way of equipment but that
didn’t matter. The opportunity to go
deer hunting in October was all the
incentive I needed to take my glass
bow and wooden arrows down to the
creek near our home and practice
my shooting. My goal was to become
proficient enough to hunt deer on
Saturday mornings. 

I continued to bowhunt during
the years I was in college and after I
graduated, I bought what at the time
was considered state-of-the-art
equipment. My first “serious” bow
was a Browning recurve and my
arrows were top-of-the-line Micro-
Flite fiberglass. I was ready.

The following season, I shot at
and missed four deer and it didn’t
take long to realize, Fred Bear I was
not. Rest assured I practiced but,
when the chips were down, I couldn’t
deliver. I had to do something to
improve my shooting skills. “If only I
had something that forced me to aim
my arrow to the same spot I could
shoot much better,” I reasoned. As a
result, I decided to take a large pin,
dip the end in some bright pink
model paint, and tape the pin to the
riser of my bow. 

My cobbled up version of a
hunting sight worked because I saw
a dramatic improvement in my
arrow groups. The only problem with
the arrangement was that after a few
shots the pin had a tendency to work
itself loose from the tape or worse
yet, fall off the riser. Despite these
drawbacks I was convinced for me,
using a pin as an aiming device was a
far better arrangement than shoot-
ing instinctively. 

As things turned out, other
archers must have had the same
problem aiming as I had because the
following season I discovered what
today would be considered a very
crude sighting device but, one that
was light years ahead of my taped on
pin arrangement. The sight, devel-
oped by someone with considerably
more imagination and engineering
skills than myself, was simply a sin-
gle pin mounted on a flat piece of
stamped metal. The metal base was

flattened at both ends so that it
would lay flush on the bow’s riser. A
good wrapping of tape held it
securely in place and wonder of
wonders——it was adjustable. 

The following season, thanks to
my new sighting device, I killed my
first deer. I continued to use my
recurve and bow sight for the next
few seasons until eventually, I
switched to a new Bear compound

bow. By that time there were more
sights on the market and I now had a
choice of several that offered multi-
ple pins. Now, I could use a specific
pin for a specified distance. As far as
I was concerned, things couldn’t get
any better. Today, I feel like the guy
in the U.S. Patent Office who, at the
turn of the 20th century, suggested
the office be closed because it was
obvious “everything that could pos-
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sibly be invented has been.”  It just
shows you how wrong one person
can be. 

My new multi-pin sight worked
well for me until one day I missed a
beautiful eight point buck because,
in my excitement, I used the wrong
pin. Ultimately, it occurred to me to
use only a single pin for hunting
because I didn’t want that scenario
to occur again. I removed two of the

pins on my sight and left only one to
aid in aiming. I liked the arrange-
ment and have been using only one
pin for some time. 

Like most other archery equip-
ment, bow sights have undergone a
technical revolution and their
refined design changes such as super
fine adjustments, round pin guards,
and extreme durability, make them
mandatory pieces of equipment for

most hunters. Although multiple pin
sights are extremely popular, single
pin sights are growing in popularity
because of their simplicity and their
ease of adjustment over a wide range
of distances. 

In addition, single pin sights
offer the user a better view of the tar-
get and eliminate the possibility of
using the wrong pin at the time a tro-
phy animal appears. Once a single
pin sight is set, a hunter can either
quickly adjust the sight setting or, in
the case of a fixed bracket pin sight,
aim a little high or a little low. There
is no deciding which pin to use, sim-
ply estimate the yardage, aim, and
shoot. By using a single pin sight, I’ve
found I have an unobstructed view
of the animal and I no longer have to
peer through a rainbow of colored
sight pins consciously trying to
decide which is the proper one to
use. 

Just like multi-pin hunting
sights, single pin sights offer a range
of adjustment choices, fiber optic
pin sizes, and choice of pin aper-
tures. In addition, many models of
single pin sights allow the addition
of a light to enhance the visibility of
the pin under low light conditions
and some even accommodate a
magnification lens. That’s legal in
some 3D classes but magnification
also has application in the hunting
arena. Since the pin is not magnified
but the target is, this means the pin
covers less of the vital area and an
accomplished archer can hold a
finer bead. Fans of magnified hunt-
ing sights also say they allow you to
spot small branches and other
obstructions in the flight path that
can deflect an arrow. 

It appears there is a model or
design of a single pin sight that will
appeal to just about any shooter.
These sights are accurate, durable,
easy to adjust, and are an asset for
any shooting situation. It’s no won-
der they are growing more popular
with bowmen every year. 

Apex Gear
Apex Gear offers a new single pin

sight, the AG2101B that is the only
single pin model in the popular Apex
Atomic Series line. Like the other
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Apex Gear sights, the AG2101B fea-
tures extra long, fully integrated and
protected wrapped optic fiber with a
unique duel-end fiber design that
allows increased pin brightness and
a compact size. 

A pivoting elevation bracket
reduces the number of component
parts, while a thin, yet strong metal
blade supports the .029 inch fiber.
The ultra compact one-piece, all
metal head makes this sight
extremely lightweight, compact, and
versatile. 

The 1.8 inch inner aperture pro-
vides a large, unobstructed, circular
field of view making target acquisi-
tion easy. To enhance target acquisi-
tion even further, a glow-in-the-dark
shooter’s ring guides the eye to the
pin. The AG2101B is adjustable for
right and left hand users. Shooters
will like the idea that windage and
elevation markings are laser etched
making them easier to see. 

To further enhance aiming
under low light conditions the
AG2101B comes with an ultra-violet
LED. For those preferring a smaller
sight pin, the AG2111B is the same
sight as the AG21101B but comes
with a .019 inch fiber optic pin. For
further information contact: Apex
Gear, 710 Presidential Drive,
Richardson, Texas 75081 Phone:
(877) 701-APEX  Website:  www.apex-
gear.com

Cobra Manufacturing
In 2008 Cobra Manufacturing,

located in Bixby, Oklahoma, intro-
duced the King Cobra LT as a single
pin movable sight with a ruggedly
built aperture surrounding either a
.019 or .029 inch fiber optic pin. To
reduce weight, the company skele-
tonized the sight pin guard and
wrapped the fiber optic in small coils
facing the front of the sight. The
bushings on the twin articulating pin
adjustment arms of the sight are
brass and they were purposely left

bright to provide a pleasing contrast
to the sage anodize of the metal. The
compact King Cobra LT can accom-
modate an ultra-violet light and is
easily adjustable in the field with one
touch of the Quad-4 linkage system.
The 2 inch scope of the King Cobra
LT is surrounded by an orange glow
ring making target acquisition easy.
As with the other King Cobra mod-
els, no tools are required for making
any adjustments.  A built in level and
quiver mount further enhance the
features of this sight. It is available as
a right hand or left hand model in
either black or sage. 

In 2008, Cobra added two other
new sights to their single pin line, the
Cobra WR and the Cobra OR. Both of
these new sights feature a .029 fiber
optic pin surrounded by an orange
glow ring. These sights are easy to
adjust and lightweight. The WR
weighs just 4.3 ounces while the OR
weighs slightly over 8 ounces. Both
sights will accommodate an ultra-
violet light for those preferring
brighter pins in low light conditions.
A built in bubble level aids accurate
shooting. 

Elevation adjustments are sim-
ple and accurate with the Cobra OR
because an innovative orbital wheel
makes the process foolproof. Both
the Cobra OR and the Cobra WR are
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The AG2101B is the only single pin sight offered in Apex Gear’s Atomic Series of
Hunting Sights. A unique dual-end fiber design allows for increased pin brightness and
compact size. The single .029 diameter fiber simplifies aiming while a glow-in-the-dark
shooter’s ring surrounds the one piece all metal head to assist in target acquisition.
Laser markings assist in making precise windage and elevation adjustments. A ultravio-
let LED is included and the sight is adjustable for left and right handed shooters.

Shooters will be pleased to learn no tools are required to adjust the new King Cobra LT
hunting sight. The Quad-4 linkage system allows single, one-touch, precise yardage dial-
ing from either a deer stand or a 3-D range. To make this sight more lightweight, Cobra
skeletonized the sight pin guard and coiled the fiber optic on the front of the sight. The
coil still holds 16 inches of fiber optic material producing a very bright sight pin. The
brass bushings provide a pleasing contrast to the sage anodize of the metal.
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available in right and left hand mod-
els and come in black only. Contact:
Cobra Manufacturing Inc., P.O. Box
667, 7909 E 148th St., Bixby, OK
74008 Phone: (800) 352-6272
Website:  www.cobraarchery.com

Custom Bow Equipment  
Custom Bow Equipment has

been making high quality 3-D and
target sights for almost 20 years. In
December 2007, Scott Archery
Manufacturing Inc. in Clay City,
Kentucky acquired CBE and antici-
pates expanding its line of hunting
sights for 2009.  Eric Griggs, Assistant
Manager at CBE stated, “We’ve basi-
cally started with this product line
and we plan on expanding it to offer
a full line of hunting sights.” He went
on to say that in 2009, dealers can
look for more offerings in the hunt-
ing sight line from CBE. 

Currently, CBE makes a single
pin scope sight for hunting that was
developed from one of the target
models. The TEK-Hunter-3 offers the
shooter the ultimate in precision
accuracy. Cut out windows on the
black anodized, 1-5/8 inch
machined aluminum housing
reduce weight and allow plenty of
light for excellent visibility. 

Shooters have a choice of either
red or green fiber optic pins in .010,
.019 or .029
inch sizes. A
unique fea-
ture of this
sight is that
the pin can
be mounted
in the scope
from the
b o t t o m ,
side, or top.

In addition, a shooter can select a
lens with 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 6X or 8X
magnification for use in 3D competi-
tion. A threaded retainer ring makes
changing lenses easy. 

The TEK-Hunter-3 sight comes
with four removable horizontal pins
attached to a Delrin block making
adjustments extremely smooth.
Although the sight comes with four
pins, three pins can be removed and
the fourth pin can be mounted verti-
cally converting the sight to single
pin use. This sight will also accept a
lens. Contact: Custom Bow
Equipment, 101 Tug Branch Road,
Clay City, KY 40312 Phone: (866) 224-
6351. Website: www.custombowe-
quipment.com

HHA Sports
HHA Sports is a family owned

company that has grown its business
by offering good service and high
quality products since 1984.
According to Marketing Manager
Chris Hamm, HHA has a strong cus-
tomer base because of the overall

The Cobra WR
(Warrior) weighs only
4.3 ounces and is eas-
ily adjustable for
windage and eleva-
tion. The built in bub-
ble level, Glo-orange
ring surrounding the
pin aperture, and the
bright .029 sight pin
make target acquisi-
tion and aiming easi-
er. An optional UV
light is available for
those opting for a
brighter sight pin in
low light conditions.

Hunters as well as 3-D shooters will like the way the large
orbital wheel on the Cobra OR (Orbital wheel adjustment
system) hunting sight simplifies elevation adjustment. The
pin aperture, surrounded by a bright Glo-orange ring
accepts an optional UV light while the built in bubble level
aids proper bow and pin alignment. The Cobra OR is avail-
able in either right or left hand models and comes in black.

Circle 276 on Response Card
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quality of the products and the fact it
offers an iron-clad warrantee. “Our
sights feature a rugged, compact
design that will stand up to just
about anything a hunter can put
them through,” said Hamm. “About
five years ago, we changed from
using an acrylic sight housing to
using an aluminum one and this has
‘bulletproofed’ our sights,” he
added. 

The HHA Optimizer-Lite 3000
sight is made from CNC machined
aluminum and weighs just 8 ounces.
It comes with 2 feet of .030 inch fiber
optic making the pin bright and easy
to see. It has a 1-5/8 inch sight hous-
ing and features tool free micro
adjustable windage adjustment. This
sight does not accept a light or lens.

The Optimizer-Lite Ultra 5000
offers shooters an exclusive yardage
dial that allows rapid range adjust-
ment, to the yard. The shooter sim-
ply sights the DS-5000 in at 20 and
then 60 yards,  then does some sim-
ple arithmetic to establish their cus-
tomized yardage scale. The scales
(included) are numbered from 20 to
60 yards in 1-yard increments and
once applied to the dial, allow the
shooter to dial in unmatched preci-
sion. Tool-free micro windage
adjustment allows for pinpoint
accuracy while target acquisition is
quick and easy because of a highly
visible yellow sight ring. The DS-
5000 accepts a lens and a light mak-
ing it suitable for hunting or compe-
tition. This sight weighs only 10
ounces and has a 1-5/8 inch pin
housing. Three feet of either .019 or
.030 fiber optic makes the pin
extremely bright.

The HHA Optimizer-Lite OL5000
is crafted from CNC machined alu-
minum and weighs just 8 ounces.
Three feet of .030 fiber optic and a
yellow sight ring surrounding the 1-
5/8 inch sight housing makes target
acquisition easy under the most
severe hunting situations while tool
free micro windage adjustment aids
pinpoint accuracy. This sight accepts
an optional light and lens making it
suitable for hunting or for competi-
tion. 

Like the other sights in the
Optimizer series, the Optimizer-Lite

OL5500 is made of CNC machined
aluminum and weighs 9 ounces. Five
feet of .019 or .030 fiber optic mater-
ial makes the sight pin extremely
bright. A unique feature of this sight
is the inclusion of a non-electric
rheostat, which allows the shooter to
adjust the brightness of the pin in
seconds. The rheostat slides over the
fiber optic material and dampens
the brightness of the pin to suit the
shooter’s preference. The OL5500
accepts a light and lens making it at
home in the woods or on the range. 

In addition to the popular 1-5/8
inch apertures, HHA offers a 2 inch
aperture for those wishing to see a
little more space around the target.
Dealers should
know all HHA
sights, except
those in the 3000
Series, accept the
Model 2100 Blue
Burst Light. The
light comes with a
mounting bracket
that attaches to the
circular scope
housing of the
sight. Contact:
HHA Sports, 7222
Townline Rd.,
Wisconsin Rapids,
WI. 54494 Phone:
(800) 548-7812.
Website: www.-
hhasports.com

Hind Sight
The New PathFinder from Hind

Sight, Inc. is revolutionary in its
design and scope because it allows a
shooter to make range adjustments,
even at full draw. Mathematically
correct, the shooter’s sight line
always remains in a straight line as
they rotate the range dial up or down
to shorten or lengthen the flight of
the arrow.  The shooter can chose the
distance their sight line and arrow
trajectory will meet while remaining
at full draw. 

The PathFinder offers several
advantages over standard fixed pin
sights. These include a range drum
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Custom Bow Equipment took a premium target sight and made it into a great hunting
sight. The TEK Hunter 3 offers the shooter a large 1-5/8 inch pin aperture with cut out
windows on the housing. The cut outs reduce weight and allow more light to strike the
fiber optic cable providing greater pin visibility. The red or green fiber optic pins come
in three different sizes and can be mounted from the bottom, side, or top of the pin
housing. The scope easily does double duty for 3-D competition by accepting a variety
of lenses from 2X to 8X magnification. While shown as a four pin model, it can of course
be used with a single pin.

Shooters will like the customized yardage dial offered on HHA’s
Optimizer DS-5000 sight. Once this sight is sighted in at 20 and
then 60 yards, customized yardage scales (included) allow the
shooter to precisely dial in any distance and be assured of
unmatched precision. The DS-5000 is at home in the deer woods
or at the club for 3-D competition because it accepts a lens and a
light making it a very versatile piece of equipment. Shooters
have a choice of either a .019 or .030 fiber pin.
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for multiple distance settings, and a
windlass for smooth operation.
When the range dial is adjusted, the
front sight (a single TruGlo fiber
optic pin) and the rear Hind Sight
move in perfect unison so that the
pin guard and rear sight ring appear
as one for scope like sighting. It
should be noted that the single pin
always remains centered in the rear
cross hairs no matter what distance
is being targeted. 

The Pathfinder is fully adjustable
for multiple draw lengths ranging
from 26 to 33 inches and is available
in right and left hand models. As a
bonus, a battery operated LED ultra-
violet light is included with the sight.
Hind Sight owner Don Priebe
informed Arrow Trade the Pathfinder
is currently in production and
should be available to retailers by the
fall of 2008. 

Most bowhunters use a string
peep to aid in aiming and the new
Ranger by Hind Sight is sure to
appeal to many of them. The Ranger
is designed to be used with a string
peep and features a comfortable fin-
ger dial allowing the shooter to make
elevation adjustments even at full
draw. A windlass ensures smooth,
even operation while an easy to read
range drum offers a superior
mechanical advantage. A single

TruGlo Tritium fiber optic pin pro-
vides excellent visibility under virtu-
ally any light conditions since it pro-
vides constant illumination. The
Ranger is CNC machined from
strong 6061 aluminum and is hard
anodized in a good looking shadow
black finish. The Ranger is available
in right and left hand models. 

Contact: Hind Sight Inc., P.O. Box
482, Pinckney MI 48169 Phone: (734)
878-2842  Website: www.hindsight-
co.com

Impact Archery
According to Tom Cauke,

General Sales Manager at Impact
Archery located in Alpharetta,
Georgia, the company’s goal is to
provide its customers with state-of-
the-art technology coupled with a
precision product at affordable
prices. 

One of the most innovative
sights on the market is the compa-
ny’s Digi Draw sight. The Digi Draw,
a single pin sight with a unique ele-
vation adjustment, lets the shooter
make changes to the vertical adjust-
ment while at rest or even at full
draw. What sets this sight apart from
all the others is that range yardage is
displayed as a digital readout in a
window located beneath the sight
pin as well as by a pointer and tape. 

The Digi-Draw features all-
machined aluminum construction,
24 inches of .030 fiber optic, and a
secure dovetail mounting. Rugged
and weatherproof, the Digi Draw
offers the shooter a quick, simple,
quiet, and fool proof way to make
accurate one finger yardage adjust-
ments regardless of where a target
appears. 

To program the sight, a shooters
needs to set the pin to be dead on at
10 and then at 20 yards and the sight

Circle 269 on Response Card

With the Hind Sight Pathfinder
single pin sight due for introduc-
tion by fall, shooters can be sure
their sight line always remains
straight as they rotate the range
dial up or down. Because of the
star shaped adjustment dial locat-
ed at the shooter’s fingertips, these
adjustments can be made even at
full draw.
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will then calculate any distance
beyond that. If a shooter wants to
shoot at a target at 35 or 50 yards,
they need only adjust the dial locat-
ed at their finger tips until the
yardage they want to shoot is visible
in the digital sight window. The sight
will do the rest. The Digi Draw uses
one 2032 extended life battery and,
to prolong battery life, it will auto-
matically shut off after 5 hours of
continual use. The Digi Draw is
available in either a black anodized
finish or in camo and is only avail-
able for right hand shooters. The
optimal NI-051 Blue Light provides
additional pin brightness for those
who wish to enhance the illumina-
tion of the sight pin. 

For those shooters preferring a
little less technology, Impact Archery
offers the Full Draw, a single pin
sight similar to the top-of-the-line
Digi Draw but without the digital
yardage read out feature. Like the
Digi Draw, the Full Draw allows the
shooter to make quick and simple
yardage adjustments before or while
at full draw, by rotating a knurled rod

with the fingertips of the bow hand.
The Full Draw is made of all
machined aluminum and features
an adjustable level and 24 inches of
.030 superior light gathering fiber
optic. It is available in right hand
only and accepts the optional Blue
Light. 

The Air Lite DX comes with a 1-
3/4 inch diameter aperture while the
Air Lite DX XL features a slightly larg-
er 2-1/4 inch diameter aperture for
those shooters who prefer a larger
opening surrounding their pin. Both
models are made of CNC machined
aluminum with 20 inches of .030
fiber optic secured in place with a
strong metal pin. The dual track slide
and three adjustable range markers
are securely locked in place by a sin-
gle lock-down knob. These models
are available for both right hand and
left hand shooters and will accept an
optional light, level,  and  a 2X, 4X, or
6X polycarbonate lens. These fea-
tures make these sights extremely
versatile for those preferring to com-
pete in 3-D tournaments with their
hunting sight. 

Impact Archery’s Cosmic DX is
offered with a 1-3/4 inch diameter
aperture while the Cosmic DX XL
comes with a larger 2-1/4 inch aper-
ture. Both models are made from
CNC machined aluminum and fea-
ture 20 inches of .030 fiber optic.
Dual lock-down knobs ensure
adjustments and settings will not
move. Both are offered for right hand
and left hand shooters and will
accept an optional level, light  and
either a 2X, 4X, or 6X polycarbonate
lens for field competition. 

Since many shooters use a light
on their sight to aid aiming in low
light conditions, it should be noted
Impact Archery offers a Blue Light
that fits all models of Impact Archery
sights. This makes it convenient for
dealers since they don’t have to carry
a variety of lights and play a guessing
game as to which light fits which

sight. Dealers will also appreciate
that the company has no minimum
order requirements while customers
will be pleased to know custom
orders will be filled at no extra
charge. 

Contact: Impact Archery, 1324
Union Hill Rd., Suite B, Alpharetta,
GA. 30004  Phone: (770) 521-9173.
Website: www.impactarchery.com

Sure-Loc
Because of their precision accu-

racy, quality, and total dependability,
shooters have relied on Sure-Loc
sights for years. Sure-Loc’s single pin
hunting sights are particularly effec-
tive at long range and are a favorite
among hunters hunting big game at
extended ranges. 

Sure-Loc offers two options in
their single pin line. The Lethal
Weapon Max ST is a direct mount,
pivoting, single pin hunting sight
with a lightweight 35 mm pin guard.
The Max ST offers the widest range
of adjustments of any pivoting sight
and features a smooth, solid, 2.5
inches of vertical slide action. Micro
windage adjustments of .0015 inch
provide deadly accurate fine tuning
capability while a titanium guide rod
ensures the elevation adjustment
will work smoothly and last for many

The Ranger by Hind Sight will appeal to
those shooters who use a string peep to

assist in aiming. Vertical range adjust-
ments can be made with just one finger

even at full draw. A TruGlo Tritium sight
pin ensures optimum sight acquisition

under low light conditions.

Impact Archery introduced its Digi-Draw
sight last year. This innovative sight allows
shooters to make elevation adjustments
using the knurled knob located at the
hunter’s fingertips. A digital readout on the
sight shows the shooter the precise
yardage at which his pin is set.
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years. Titanium, while expensive, is
used because it is light as aluminum,
as strong as steel and resists corro-
sion. 

The fiber optic pins are offered
in .019, .029 and .039 sizes to meet
the needs and preferences of any
shooter. The Max ST also features a
non-glare level and is 3rd axis
adjustable. Instructions are included
for right or left hand set up. 

For those preferring a hunting
sight with a deeper pin guard and
maximum range capability, Sure-Loc
offers the Sportsman’s Special
Hunting Sight. This sight offers

shooters a choice of a pin guard in
either a 29mm, 35mm, or 42 mm
size. The .0015 micro windage
adjustment coupled with a solid 2.5
inch vertical slide action provides
extreme accuracy at any range.
Large, solid, lock-down screws are
serrated for easy adjustment and
guarantee things will stay in place
and never move while a titanium rod
guide assures the owner the pin
guard assembly will give years of
trouble free performance. The fiber
optic pins come in .019, .029, and
.039 inch sizes that fit the needs or
preferences of any shooter. This

sight also comes with a
non-glare level and is
3rd axis adjustable.
Contact: Sure-Loc
Archery Products, 100
Quality Lane, Versailles,
IN 47042 Phone: (877)
322-9988 Website:
www.sureloc.com

Toxonics
Toxonics offers hunters and 3-D

shooters the ProSlide AR119 single
pin hunting sight featuring a key dri-
ven Delran slide block that produces
a smooth feel through the entire 2
inches of slide travel. A unique gang
adjustment feature on the front of
the sight makes the entire 2 inches of
travel useful and available to the
archer for yardage marks while a
gear driven adjustment arm lends a
consistent and direct adjustment
feel to the sight when making small
or large adjustments. President Scott
Slates said the mechanism is much
more sophisticated than the com-
mon “round bushing in a slot” sys-
tems that can develop wear and slop
over time.

According to Slates, the ProSlide
AR119 has coiled fiber optic strands
for optimal light gathering and the
sight head is interchangeable with
other Toxonics metal optic sights.
Toxonics dealers can sell range
adjustable models carrying from 1 to
7 pins. In fact Toxonics is stocking 8
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The machined aluminum Full Draw Sight
is useful for hunting or competition. Two
feet of .030 fiber optic material ensure a
bright pin. Like the Digi Draw, the Full
Draw offers the shooter easy, quiet, hori-
zontal adjustment with an absolute mini-
mum of movement. It is available in right
hand only from Impact Archery.

Impact Archery’s Cosmic DX comes with a 1-3/4 inch aper-
ture while the DX XL model is furnished with a larger 2-1/4
inch aperture for those who want a bigger sight picture.
Both models feature dual lock-down knobs
to securely keep settings in place and will
accept an optional level and polycarbonate
lens in 2, 4, or 6X magnification for compe-
tition shooting.

In Stock and Ready for Delivery!

BlueRidgeHunterBlue Ridge Hunter 
58” available 40-60# 

NNEEWW TTRRADIADITIONTION

Available through the following Distributors:

AdirondackHunterAdirondack Hunter
68” available 40-60#

AdirondackHunterDeluxeAdirondack Hunter Deluxe 
68” available 40-60#

TRADITIONAL
SERIES

800.822.8728 / EllettBrothers.com

800.356.2209 / HHarchery.com

800.225.0903 / JakesArchery.com

800.366.4269 / KinseyArchery.com

800.727.3462 / PapesInc.com

US-Magnum1000XRScaleUS-Magnum 1000 XR Scale 
15,432 grain max. ± 1.5 grain accuracy

US-250MiniPocket ScaleUS-250 Mini Pocket  Scale 
3858 grain max. ± 1.5 grain

Tru-TurnPeepw/TubingTru-Turn Peep w/Tubing 
Avail. in 3/32”, 1/8”, 3/16” & 1/4” sizes

CamoBowHoistRopeCamo Bow Hoist Rope 
Heavy-duty pull-up rope available in 

20’ and 30’ Lengths

It’sThe Beginning of a
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different ProSlides, with model num-
bers that correspond to pin size and
number. The AR119 and AR129 are
single pin models in the .019 and
.029 fiber sizes, the AR319 and AR329
are three pins sights, the AR519 and
AR529 are five pin models and the
AR719 and AR729 carry seven tough
Metal Optic pins. Toxonics also
intends to sell the AR body separate-
ly, so existing Metal Optic sight own-
ers can mount their present sight
head if they want to switch to a sin-
gle or multiple-pin, range adjustable
model.

President Scott Slates said range
adjustable models like the new
ProSlide are growing in popularity
with customers who want to fine-
tune their form and equipment by
practicing at longer ranges. A hunter
who knows he can hit the kill zone
consistently on a target 70 yards
away should feel pretty confident
making a shot at a real buck or bull
48 yards away.

Slates also pointed out that mag-
nification may be the most over-
looked of all sight features. Slates
explained that market trends show
shooters prefer smaller pin diame-
ters to enhance accuracy because
they provide more visibility of the
target especially at longer distances.
When it may be beneficial to cover
less of the target with the pin, Slates
said magnification is more effective
than relying on a smaller pin. Slates
also said other benefits of sight mag-
nifiers include the increased visibili-
ty of low lying branches and picking

clear shooting lanes while hunting.
Simply put, magnification increases
visibility of the target and its sur-
roundings. 

Dealers and shooters will be
interested to know optional 3X and
4X lenses are available for the
ProSlide sight as well as for the other
model sights produced by the com-
pany. Lenses offered are a high qual-
ity ground glass with an anti-glare
coating and are removable for those
situations where magnification is
not desired. The threaded pin guard
and lenses may be purchased sepa-
rately and added at a later date.
(These lens mount behind the pins
to protect the lens, but since the
focal point is well in front of the pin
the pin itself is not magnified.)
Contact: Toxonics, 10121 Business

Park Drive, Mineral Point, MO 63660

Phone: Toxonics (800) 748-8083.
Website: www.toxonics.com

Trophy Ridge
According to Trophy Ridge

Marketing Manager Ross Rinehart,
the one thing that makes the compa-
ny’s Titan and Mantis series of single
pin sights so popular is the “V-Drive”
bracket system. According to
Rinehart, the rear-mounted adjust-
ment of the V-Drive is in line with the
sight window of the bow so a shooter
can quickly make an adjustment
while keeping the bow in line with
the target. “You don’t have to reach
around the side or the back of the
bow to make adjustments,” Rinehart
said. “The V-Drive bracket allows the
shooter to set the tension they would
like to use and then quickly and qui-
etly move the V-Drive from close
range to far range yardages with one
easy adjustment,” he continued. 

Trophy Ridge offers two models
of the Titan single pin adjustable
hunting sight. The Titan GS-V Drive
features a super smooth V-Drive
bracket system that makes fine
adjustments easy.  The Titan GS-V
Drive is offered with either a fine .019
fiber optic pin or a larger .039 pin for
those who hunt in close quarters. In
either case, a hunter can glide his
sight setting from near to far and
back again quickly and quietly with
the assurance there will be no mis-
takes, glitches or misses. In addition
to the V-Drive movement for adjust-
ing elevation, the Titan GS-V Drive

The Lethal Weapon Max ST by Sure-
Loc offers a wide range of adjust-
ment and is built around a highly-
polished, corrosion resistant titanium
guide rod. Micro windage adjust-
ments of just .0015 inches provide
accurate fine-tuning capabilities.

Sure-Loc’s Sportsman’s Special Hunting
sight is available with a 29, 35, or 42mm
pin guard while the 2.5 inches of vertical
adjustment provides plenty of range.

Shooters have a choice of .019, .029 or
.039 fiber optic pins while the large, solid,
lock-down screws are serrated for easy
adjustment in the field.
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also offers a reflective reference tape,
an indicator pin for yardage mark-
ing, and horizontal and vertical
micro adjustments. It also has a 3rd
axis leveling system, sight level, and
reflective sight ring. It comes is both
right and left hand models. 

The second model in the Trophy
ridge V-Drive line is the Titan V-
Drive. This sight has all the features
of the Titan GS-V Drive except it
offers a manual gang adjustment
rather than the micro adjustment
capabilities of the GS-V Drive. 

The final offering in the Trophy
Ridge Titan line is the “Titan,” a sin-
gle pin hunting sight that, according
to Rinehart, “appeals to archers who
hunt thick cover.”  The Titan features
3 feet of fiber optic, a strong steel
sight pin, a large 1-3/4 inch pin aper-
ture, a 3rd axis leveling system, and a
reflective sight ring. Rinehart said,
“Many hunters want the simplicity
of a fixed pin sight but they don’t
want to have to adjust anything once
they’re in the field hunting. The Titan
appeals to that group.” 

Trophy Ridge also offers its
Mantis Pendulum Hunting Sight in
several models. The Mantis has a
lightweight sighting system that
glides into place with the slightest
touch then locks down solidly. The
Mantis Pendulum Sight offers hori-
zontal and vertical micro adjust-
ments. Laser engraved reference

marks on the mounting bracket iad
pinpoint adjustment accuracy while
over 2 feet of .029 inch optic fiber
provide optimum brightness. To fur-
ther aid in aiming, a large 1-3/4 inch
aperture provides a wide field of
view permitting easy pin acquisition.

The Mantis GS with V-Drive fea-
tures a stainless steel ball bearing
action with manual gang adjust-
ment brackets. A sight level and a
3rd axis leveling system contribute
to accuracy. A durable steel pin is
surrounded by an easy to see reflec-
tive sighting ring. The Mantis GS
with V-Drive comes in both a right
hand and left hand model to

Toxonics new ProSlide sight is a gear-driven sight with a Delran slide block that pro-
vides smooth adjustment through its entire 2 inches of travel. The locking mechanism is
at the junction of the slides so it’s easy to set the tension any way the shooter wishes.
The head of this sight is gang adjustable which allows the body to be compact. While
Toxonics originally planned this as a single-pin model, the production models accept the
same heads as the company’s fixed pin sights and the company is now offering 3, 5 and
7 pin model as well. That’s the focus of a flyer (right).

S&P Scents
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accommodate all shooters. 
For hunters, quietness is

extremely important. Two Harmonic
Dampers incorporated into the
Trophy Ridge Mantis GS Hunting
Sight aid in dissipating vibration
while over two feet of .029 fiber optic
provide optimum pin brightness. A
large 1-3/4 sight aperture surround-
ed by a reflective sight ring protects
the sturdy steel aiming pin and aids
in aiming. In addition, there is a
manual gang adjustment and a built
in sight level. Like the other Trophy
Ridge sights the Mantis GS comes in
right and left hand models. 

The Mantis is the final offering in
this line and offers shooters many of
the same features as the other mod-
els of Mantis sights.  A stainless steel
ball bearing action coupled with
manual gang adjustment and a stur-
dy lock down knob for hunting at
ground level make this sight appeal-
ing to hunters. A 3rd axis leveling
system, built in sight level, and a
durable steel pin with over 2 feet of
.029 fiber optic surrounded by a 1-¾
inch reflective sight ring are features
of this model. It comes in either right
hand or left hand. Contact: Trophy
Ridge, 817 Maxwell Avenue,
Evansville, IN. 47711 Phone: (800)
694-9494. Website: www.tro-
phyridge.com 

TruGlo
TruGlo has been in the sight

business for years and the company
makes a whole range of sights for
rifles, shotguns, and bows. In 2008,
the company brought out its Atomic
Series Glo-Brite fixed bracket single

pin hunting sight with a green, extra-
long, .029 inch protected wrapped
fiber. The aperture of the Glo-Brite
sight has a large 1.8 inch inner diam-
eter and the glow-in-the-dark shoot-
ers ring enhance aiming by helping
to align the peep sight with the pin. A
removable light provides better pin
visibility under low light conditions.
This sight is ultra-light and compact
and is made from CNC machined
aluminum. The versatile vertical
adjustment allows it to fit almost all
bows. In addition, it has a level that is
illuminated by the luminescent
shooters ring and it is available in
either right or left hand models. 

TruGlo’s Range Rover 1-pin
hunting sight was also introduced in

2008 and is the company’s brightest
one-pin sight. Three models of
Range Rover sight offer shooters a
choice of either .019, .029, or .040
inch green fiber optic aiming mater-
ial. The green .019 and .029 fiber
optic is available with a removable
light while the .040 comes with the
newer TFO fiber technology. TFO
refers to the company’s patented
combination of Tritium and Fiber
Optic technologies. The safely
enclosed radioactive isotope main-
tains the brightness level of the sight
in low-light (or no light) conditions.
That means a hunter can see his
sight in complete darkness—with
perfect transition through all light-
ing conditions. Tritium does not
need batteries and does not need to
be charged with light—it simply
glows for years. 

s

Hunters who hunt thick cover
don’t have the time to bother
adjusting sight pins. They want a
rugged, simple, foolproof sight
they needn’t worry about when a
buck suddenly appears. The
Trophy Ridge Titan appeals to
that group. The 3 feet of fiber
optic material and a strong steel
sight pin enclosed in the 1-3/4
inch reflective sight ring ensures
quick target acquisition and
maximum pin brightness. Shooters have a choice of either a .019 or .039 sight pin. The
Titan is available in either right hand or left hand models.

The Titan V-Drive by Trophy
Ridge has all the features of the
Titan GS-V Drive except it offers
a manual gang adjustment
rather than the micro adjust-
ment capabilities of the Titan
GS-V. Three feet of fiber optic
material provides maximum pin
brightness while a reflective
sight ring and sight level aid in
aiming.

The Mantis pendulum sight series from Bear’s
Trophy Ridge brand includes the basic model at
left, the V-Drive model below and the Mantis GS
with harmonic
dampers at
right. All feature
smooth ball-
bearing action.
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The sight aperture of the Range
Rover is 1.8 inches in diameter and a
glow-in-the-dark shooter’s ring
helps in peep sight alignment.
Shooters will appreciate the glow-in-
the-dark yardage tape that assists
them in seeing yardage marks under
low light conditions. The Ranger
Rover is ultra-compact, lightweight
and made from CNC machined alu-
minum. This sight is adjustable with
only one hand and the vertical
adjustment feature allows it to fit vir-
tually all bows. Two vertical bars on
the built in level, illuminated by the
luminescent shooters ring, assist in
aiming while a removable light aids
in pin acquisition under low light
conditions. The Range Rover 1-Pin is
available in either a right hand or left
hand model.

TruGlo also offers its Pendulum
Sight Series for those bowhunters
who hunt from tree platforms and
who prefer a sight of this type. The
TG700 is a fixed bracket pendulum
sight while the TG701 offers shooters
a choice of a pendulum sight with an
adjustable bracket. Both sights auto-
matically compensate for distances
up to 35 yards while the pendulum
can be locked in place for shooting
while on the ground. An extra long
protected fiber optic is wrapped
around the 1.8 inch inner diameter
aperture while a glow-in-the-dark
shooter’s ring helps align the string
peep and illuminates the built in
level with its two vertical reference

bars. Both models are adjustable for
right and left hand shooters.
Shooters have a choice of a green
.029 inch fiber optic with a remov-
able light or a larger .040 pin illumi-
nated by TruGlo’s TFO system.
Contact: TruGlo Inc., P.O. Box 1612
McKinney, TX 75070 Phone: (888)
887-8456. Website: www.truglo.com 

Vital Gear
Vital Gear, located in Lexington,

Kentucky is known for ultra-bright
and durable bow sights. All Vital
Gear single pin sights are machined
from a solid bar of aluminum with
an integrated sight pin. The popular

Proslide has been redesigned and
now offers 1.4 inches of movement
and a gang adjustment for maxi-
mum yardage adjustment. The lock-
ing lever has also been redesigned
and is now located on the back of the
sight for the added convenience of
the shooter. The Proslide features an
angular mounted rather than verti-
cal mounted single pin in either .019
or .029 fiber optic material. Some
shooters may prefer the offset pin
arrangement which is mounted in
the four o’clock position rather than
vertically in the 2 inch scope hous-
ing. The Cam Lock System provides
more travel and range adjustment
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TruGlo introduced its Range Rover 1-pin sight in 2008 and it
was well received by hunters as well as 3-D shooters.  Shooters
will like the idea the Range Rover is adjustable with one hand
and that the sight level is illuminated by the luminescent shoot-
er’s ring surrounding the aperture.  

TruGlo’s Glo-Brite fixed bracket sight will appeal to those hunters
who hunt thick cover and want a bright, rock solid, uncomplicated
piece of equipment.  The extra-long .029 green optic fiber is
wrapped around the large 1.8 inch diameter aperture and offers a
bright sight pin under low light conditions.  It works RH or LH.
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than was available before. The
Proslide is available in both right and
left hand models. 

The popular Star Track model
was redesigned for 2008 as well. The
locking mechanism has been moved
from the center of the sight to the
back in order to make mounting a
bow quiver easier. The Star Track fea-
tures either a single .019 or .029 fiber
optic vertical pin mounted in a solid
one-piece 2 inch aperture. The Star
Track is unique in that it marks range
distances with six bright fiber optic
points which means if a shooter can
see his pin he can see his yardage
markers. A tongue-in-groove metal
on metal glide system assures accu-
racy and longevity while a gang
adjustment feature allows the shoot-
er to maximize yardage settings.  Star
Track is available in right or left hand
configuration to accommodate all
shooters. 

For those hunters who hunt
from a tree stand or elevated plat-
form, Vital Gear offers the
Camelback single pin pendulum
sight. A bright .029 fiber optic pin
with glow-in-the dark technology
ensures quick and precise target
acquisition while a strong one-piece
frame provides extreme rigidity.
Shooters will be interested in know-
ing this sight is adjustable for just
about any bow speed and that the
pendulum head is interchangeable

on all Vital Gear movable bracket
systems. 

For the budget minded, Vital
Gear offers the Profix single pin
model. The fixed bracket is useful for
those who hunt in tight quarters at

limited distances. It offers a micro
adjustable windage adjustment, a
built in level and highlighted aper-
ture for easy target acquisition.
Contact: Vital Gear, 133 Venture
Court, Suite 140, Lexington, KY

The TG 701 is TruGlo’s adjustable bracket pendulum hunting sight.
Made from CNC machined aluminum it offers the shooter a circular
field of view through a 1.8 inch inner diameter aperture. The TG 701 is
ultra light and compact and is available with either a green .029 fiber
optic with a light or a larger .040 TFO pin and is adjustable for right or
left hand shooters.

The TG 700 by TruGlo is a fixed bracket pendulum hunting
sight that automatically compensates for distances up to
35 yards. The pendulum can be locked into position for
ground hunting or shooting. It is available with either a
.029 green fiber optic pin with a light or a larger  “always
on” .040 TFO pin.

The newly designed
Angular Proslide by Vital
Gear offers shooters 1.4
inches of adjustment in
addition to gang adjust-
ment capabilities. A
unique feature is the
angular rather than ver-
tical mounting of the
integrated sight pin.

Vital Gear’s pop-
ular Star Track
sight was
redesigned for
2008 with the
locking mecha-
nism now at the
back of the sight.

The Profix single
pin hunting sight is
designed by Vital
Gear for those
hunters who hunt in
tight cover at limit-
ed distances. A
highlighted pin
aperture, built-in
level, and micro
adjustable windage
capabilities encour-
age accuracy at a
reasonable price.
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40511 Phone: (877) 488-4825.
Website: www.vitalgear.com 

Conclusion
As bow speeds increase and

lightweight arrows fly to the target
with flatter trajectory, one pin sights
are becoming more in vogue with
many shooters. Dave Parker, a buyer
at Kinsey’s Archery Products says
sales of single pin sights are on the
increase. “It appears sales are up so
far this year,” said Parker from the
Mount Joy, Pennsylvania distributor.
“Single pin sights have always been
popular but, with improvements in
their design, their popularity is
increasing,” he continued.

Mickey Geracitano, a buyer at
rival Pape’s Inc. of Louisville,
Kentucky says single pin sights have
their place and sales are on the rise.
“Shooters like the idea of using one
pin because they don’t get confused
as they might when using a multi-
pin sight.” 

The features of single pin sights
vary and they come in a wide variety
of prices. This makes them appeal-
ing to the entire spectrum of hunters
and 3-D shooters. Dealers can take
advantage of this growing popularity
by offering customers a larger choice
of models with a variety of pin sizes,
adjustment features, and cost. 

Circle 110 on Response Card

Josh Downs of Outdoor Marketing Solutions represented the BradBow sight line at the
2008 Kinsey’s Dealer Show. As the booth graphic illustrates, these sights use a glowing
green dot carried on a lens as an aim point. The DOTinator is a fixed frame pendulum
sight, while the Stopping Point is a range adjustable sight. Reach BradBow in Georgia
at (800) 787-2685.

PHOTO BELOW: The Camelback
Pendulum sight offered by Vital Gear is
designed for treestand hunters who
don’t want to take chances in range esti-
mation. It is adjustable for any bow
speed and features a one-piece rigid
frame that translates into quiet shoot-
ing. The Pendulum head can be
attached to any Vital Gear movable
bracket sight.
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